
LuoPing Canola Flowers + GuiZhou
LuoPing, XingYi, HuangGuoShu, GuiYang
6 Days 5 Nights Experience Pure Tours
(No Shopping Shops & Compulsory Optional Tour)

Tour Highlights
Direct flight to KunMing by AirAsia (AK)
To any Ensure that no shopping stops
Luoping County is quiet for most of the year until the canola

flowers bloom, and then the area of Yunnan, China, is reborn into
a vibrant
natural spectacle of yellow flowers as far as the eye can see.

Tour "beautiful scars on earth" -Maling River Canyon Scenic Area
Visit was praised as "the world wonders", but also ranked one of
China's most beautiful five peak forest -WanFengLin

Witness the largest waterfall in Asia - the Huangguoshu
Waterfall.

Walking along stone path and explore the ancient buildings in
Qingyan Ancient Town

Appreciate the amazing karst landscape of Guizhou
Carefully arranged: one bottle of mineral water per person per
day

Luxury Accommodation
GuiYang 4* Hotel ※ Jia He Tian Hao Hotel
XingYi 4* Hotel ※ WenZhou Hotel
ZhengNing 4* Hotel ※ WanXiang Hotel

Characteristics Flavor
Special Arrange : Roast Duck Flavor, BuYi Flavor,

Long Table Feast, Fire Wood Chicken,
Cantonese Cuisine

WanFengLin
(Forest of Ten Thousands Peaks)
It is grand and magnificent with peculiar style,
and it is praised as “marvelous spectacle in
the world”. It is not far away from center town
of Xingyi city, around ten minutes. Although it
is near downtown, but it is different from city,
it is not as noisy as downtown; on the
contrary, it is quiet and peaceful. You can not
only see beautiful scenery here but you can
enjoy minority folk custom also. And it was
awarded as “national key scenic area” “one
of the most beautiful peak forest in China”

LuoPing Canola Flowers
Rapeseed or canola blooming in
Luoping is a breathtaking spectacle
when you can experience bright
yellow blossoms everywhere as far as
your eyes can see. The best view of
the canola blossoming reveals from
the Jinji mountains in a foggy area
northeast of Luoping. When the fog
clears, one can enjoy a stunning and
fantastic landscape of the flowers.



DAYS BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER 4 * HOTEL ACCOMMODATION / OR SIMILAR
Day 1 Own Meal on Board Roast Duck Flavor 4* Sloane Place Hotel Stone Forest
Day 2 Hotel Chinese Cuisine BuYi Flavor XingYi 4* WenZhou HotelDay 3 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Chinese Cuisine
Day 4 Hotel Long Table Feast Fire Wood Chicken ZhengNing 4* WanXiang Hotel
Day 5 Hotel Chinese Cuisine Chinese Cuisine GuiYang 4* Jia He Tian Hao Hotel
Day 6 MOB Cantonese Cuisine Meal on Board

Day 1：Kuala Lumpur KunMing ~ Meet and transfer to ShiLin (Forest Stone), after Dinner check in hotel
Day 2：ShiLin / LuoPing (about 2.5hrs) ~ The Fields of Canola ~ Golden Rooster Hill ~ LuoSi Field (Spiral Shell) / XingYi

(about 1.5hrs)
Day 3：XingYi ~ MaLing River Canyon (The most beautiful scars on earth) ~ Heaven-star Gallery (upward elevator) ~

WanFengLin (Forest of Ten Thousand Peaks ~ The Eight Trigrams Rice Field ~ General Peak etc-with battery car)
Day 4：XingYi / HuangGuoShu ~ HuangGuoShu Waterfall (include environmentally friendly cars ) ~ The Water-Curtain Cave ~

DouPoTang Waterfall ~ TianXingQiao Scenic Area (with Cable-car)
Day 5：TianLong TunBao / GuiYang (about 2hrs) ~ JiaXiu Pavilion ~ QianLing Park ~ QingYan Ancient Town ~ HuaXi Park
Day 6：GuiYang / KunMing (High-speed rail / reference G2969 0840-1122)

After Lunch, transfer to Airport. KunMing Kuala Lumpur

## The trip is finished and wish you a pleasant journey ##
Day 1 Kuala Lumpur - KunMing AK 101 1310 - 1655

Day 6 KunMing - Kuala Lumpur AK 102 1755 - 2200

Departure Date Tour Fare - Adult Child with Bed Child No Bed Single Supp
18-02-2019 RM 3299 RM 3299 RM 3099 RM 600

TOUR CODE : 6KMD-NS/AK

TianXing Bridge is 6 kilometers
away from the HuangGuoShu
Waterfall, involving Tianxing
potted landscape, Tianxing
Cave Scenery and Rock
Forests, and merges grotesque
mountains, rocks, caves and
waters into a whole. It is noted
for narrow gorges, aquatic
stone forest and karst caves.

HuangGuoShu Waterfall
Huangguoshu Waterfall, a
milky way in miniature, is the
largest waterfall in Asia.
Seventy-four meters (243 feet)
high and eighty-one meters
(266 feet) wide, it is a scenic
marvel in Anshun.

The roar of the water can be
heard some kilometers away.
Rainbows appear on sunny
days, adding a touch of extra
beauty to the majesty of the
cascade.

Maling River Canyon :Maling River
runs through the Maling River
Canyon which is said to be the scar
(an earth crack) on the ground. It is
the 100 kilometers (62 miles) long
and 200-400 meters (656-1312
feet) deep crack created the most
spectacular landscape of the scenic
area. Waterfall groups, hanging
rocks and cliffs are the highlights in
the valley.

Jiaxiu Pavilion was originally built
in 1589. The builder Jiang Dongzhi,
an imperial inspector, who named
it Jiaxiu Pavilion indicate the people
in Guiyang are the finest and most
talented under heaven. This triple-
roofed building stands 20m high
and was once known as the
landmark of Guiyang.

Qianling Scenic Area in Guiyang is
named after Mt. Qianling. In the
park, there are tall ancient trees,
limpid springs, oddly shaped rocks
and towering mountains. As one of
the noted gardens on the Guizhou
plateau, it boasts clear waters,
green mountains, tranquil forests
and old temples. It is also home to
macaques and various kinds of
birds.


